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Daily Board:
Members:

1.1

President: Mr. Arny Goossens
Vice-President: Mrs. Monica Koudstaal
Secretary: Mr. Ole Kristensen
Treasurer: Mr. Dean Walker
Rules: Mr. Arny Goossens / Mrs. Monica Koudstaal
Council member: Mrs. Sabrina Schroschk

Communication Daily Board

1.2

The language of the Daily Board will be English.

Communication between members DB and Organizers of YET International Tour
tournaments

1.3
*
*

Communication between the Daily Board and Organisers of all YET International tournaments should
be made to all members of the Daily Board.
No internal communication regarding General Affairs.
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Task Daily Board:
YET membership:

2.1

*

Every participating country on the YET International tour is obliged to pay an annual membership fee.
This membership fee must be paid to treasurer YET International at least 8 weeks before the start of
the tournament. The membership fee of which the level is known to the participating countries will
only be adjusted by mutual consent
Every country participating in the YET International tour is obliged to pay an annual membership fee.
This contribution has to be paid into the bank account of YET INTERNATIONAL
......................................... no later than 8 weeks before the start of the tournament. in the name of
treasurer Mr, Dean Walker, mentioning tournament .................... The membership fee, the amount of
which is known to the participating countries, will only be adjusted by mutual agreement.

*

Every year after the Grande finale, the members of the tour receive an annual report with a financial
overview.

*

Annually after the YET INTERNATIONAL GRAND FINALS, the members pass on their proposals for
adjustment or addition to the regulations committee

Financial report

2.2

Proposals and adjustments regulation:

2.3

Marketing / fundraising / sponsorship

2.4
*

the day-to-day management will, together with the treasurer, look for a volunteer who will be
involved in marketing / fundraising / sponsorship

Grand Finals:
Organizing country

3.1
*

On the day of the Grand Final, the country organizing the next grand final will be announced

*
*
*
*
*
*

DB has a supporting and controlling task
Invites finalists and ensures that all necessary information is available.
Makes the players certificates for participation
Makes the players certificates for the Wall of Fame
Takes care of the order and delivery of trophies (top four)
Asks the organizers to send re-entries top 4, print and laminate them.

*

Proposal for organizers YET INTERNATIONAL tour (prizes finalists Grand finals.
Each tournament organizer makes 3 or 4 re-entries available as an extra prize at the Grand Finals,
purely to encourage people to receive something more than just a glass plate. The finalists can then
choose for themselves or receive an envelope with a surprise. 8x4 = 32, My proposal glass plates top
3 number 4 and a medal, then all a free re entry, or glass plates top 4 and all a free re-entry to choose.

Tasks DB

3.2
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Tasks organizing country

3.3
*

Checks if the right banners are present, if no they are ordered and delivered.
Central ordering and delivery of t-shirts
DB takes care of sending documents to the organizing country.
Lanes availability
Lane fee
Volunteers for implementation
Furnishing bowling house
Organization friendship dinner
Official training options are included
Spectacular final and award ceremony
To find sponsors if they are not available

Format

3.4
*

3.5
*

Free to choose
Minimum requirements 6 games preliminaries
For the next steps you can choose:
1-round robin
2 match play
3-elemination final.
Oil patterns bank
In addition, it is also the intention to compile an oil patterns database from which the organizers can
choose the pattern for their tournament. This oil pattern bank consists of patterns from the KEGEL and
BRUNSWICK sport and challenge series, with an ratio between 3.0 and 4.9. The pattern for the YET
INTERNATIONAL GRAND FINAL also comes form this database.

*

The oil patternbank is intended as a guideline. As an organizer you can make a choice from this. If you
believe that your tournament / participants need a more challenging pattern, you are free to choose a
pattern with a lower ratio. However, a ratio higher than indicated in the patternbank is not desirable
due to the purpose of the tour.

*

The chosen oil pattern may be used for a maximum of three consecutive years, after which a new
pattern is selected.
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